“Power without love is reckless and abusive, and love without power is sentimental and anemic. Power at its best is love implementing the demands of justice, and justice at its best is power correcting everything that stands against love.”

Brandeis University’s 13th Annual Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial “The Love That h8 Can’t Stop” will take place on Monday, January 15, 2018 at 6:30PM in the Shapiro Campus Center Theater. Doors will open at 6PM. We are the people purposely here, right now, to impact our world for the better, whereas love is the crux of our crucible.

On this evening we will bare witness and experience:

The mega BOOM BAP of Bethel Adekogbe – Brandeis Scholar and Musician

The choreography and Majesty of Toxic – Brandeis Scholars, Majorette Force and Artists

The undeniable voice of Justin Cox – Nichols College Scholar and Soloist

Brandeis’ own dynamo Elba Valerio

The royalty of powerful movement infamously recognized as Rebelle – Brandeis Scholars, Dancers and Artists

A sensei of words and providing our keynote, Wil Jones – Brandeis Scholar, Artist and Edu-Activist

The human kaleidoscope of interpretive movement-poetry, Michelle Dennis – Brandeis Scholar, Dancer and Artist

The sonic clash of PLATINUM – Brandeis Scholars and Step Team

The resounding thunderous sonic elevation of melodic beauty and praise, the one and only DMJ United Voices Of Praise Choir – friends and family

The art of Lizzy Topper – Brandeis Scholar and Artist

Kwesi Jones – Brandeis Scholar, Poet, and Thespian extraordinaire; will breathe many of the messages of Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. into the circulation of our collective pulse and presence.
After the main event, please enter the Shapiro Campus Center Atrium and remain for the first ever **BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY MLK SOUND COLLECTION** featuring Radio Station 94.5’s best DJ and Brandeis Alum, “DJ DCASO”, whereas the first 30 minutes will be music from the 60’s and 70’s, the next 30 minutes will be latin-fused and the final 30 minutes will be all that is “now.” The **Brandeis University MLK Sound Collection** will begin directly following the main event and end at 10PM. Thank you and see you all on Monday January 15 2018 at 6:30PM

*The event is free and open to the public. Please arrive early, as seats fill quickly. Sponsored by our Brandeis Family, M.O.C.A. and The Dean of Students Office*